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Welcome,
As this edition went to press we
were getting ready to visit the
Guangzhou International
Lighting Show.  China still
dominates the lighting industry
with many European lighting
companies having factories
located there.

At the volume end of lighting there is no doubt
that China offers good value and European
factories find it hard, if not impossible, to compete.
The competitive advantage is due to the fact that
Chinese labour rates are a fraction of those in the
UK and Europe.  However, things are changing.
Over the last four years Chinese labour prices
have increased by approximately 300% and this, in
turn, is driving prices up.  Traditionally the Chinese
approach has been to increase the labour force to
cope with demand and efficiency was therefore
never a major concern. 

The key to maintaining a UK manufacturing sector
lies in efficient manufacturing.  With Chinese
labour becoming more expensive we have a
window of opportunity to reclaim some of our lost
manufacturing, but we have to move quickly as
the Chinese will soon adapt to their changing
situation. It is essential that we as manufacturers
invest in modern plant and good staff training.

At Northern Lights we are trying to do our bit,
having just invested in two new CNC cutting
machines.  These will give us a greater range of
manufacturing capacity as well as the ability to
react faster to designers’ requests. This new
capability will in turn give rise to new and exciting
products, so watch this space.

However, there does appear to be a shortage of
people with the relevant skills suited to the
manufacture of lighting. It is becoming
progressively harder to find the right type of
people for the job. Whilst we operate in-house
training programmes we are now in the process of
taking on apprentices to fill the skills gap. 

Continued investment in people and plant is 
our way of trying to reclaim some of this lost
manufacturing. At our Chesterfield factory we are
constantly striving to improve our production
capabilities whilst maintaining our competitive
edge.

John Fleming
Managing Director
Northern Lights
(Chesterfield) Ltd

One of our new CNC Cutting Machines
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How do you produce an
entire lighting scheme
around a brick-based
child’s toy?

Illuminating Leg
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Legoland Windsor has been one of the country’s
most popular day-out attractions since its grand
opening in March 1996.  With the opening of the
Legoland Windsor Resort Hotel in the spring of
2012, it is now set to become one of the hottest
short break locations for families.

The 150 room hotel was designed by Nigel Woods,
Creative Director at Merlin Studios, in collaboration
with John Bray and company at the Allison Pike
Partnership. This is the same team that delivered
the safari style accommodation at Chessington
World of Adventures. The Allison Pike Partnership
turned to Northern Lights to realise the design
theme with respect to the entire lighting scheme
throughout the hotel.

The Resort Hotel guarantees an unforgettable
LEGO adventure for its visitors big or small.  The
Hotel features 1,600 LEGO models from a giant
roaring green dragon that guards the main
entrance, right down to a tiny 7cm delicate
butterfly.  These impressive features ensure that
the hotel has all the hall marks of LEGO’s fun and
creativity stamped throughout.  It has been
designed with families’ – mainly children’s -
enjoyment firmly in mind.
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With the main design feature through the Hotel
focused around LEGO, this meant that Northern
Lights had to approach the project from a different
angle with the light fittings taking a ‘back seat’ to
the scheme. Normally we would be asked to look
at bespoke decorative feature lighting whereby a
fitting would give that ‘wow’ factor to a specific
area.  With the LEGO models providing the ‘wow’
factor, the lighting had to be essentially functional
whilst accentuating the design theme in to
whichever area it was located.

One area where the subtlety of the lighting is
shown is in the conference suites.  These
conference rooms offer stylish event and
conference facilities - perfect for business - so an
‘adult orientated design’ is adopted. With discreet
LEGO touches in the exclusive executive lounge
and bar areas, the corporate side of the hotel has
been designed for those guests who will
appreciate a more ‘grown-up’ take on LEGO. At
first glance the lighting may just look like
‘standard’ drum shades and wall lights.  Upon
closer consideration, you’ll see that the repeated
trio of shallow drum pendants in rectangular
recessed ceiling areas give a design nod to the
shape of a standard LEGO brick.   The drum
shades also replicate the circle locking component
that holds two LEGO bricks together, and the
rectangular wall lights again pick up the design of
the LEGO brick.  The side profile of the brick is
mirrored in the wall lights, giving the subtle
impression that LEGO had been used to help build
the wall.

In the public areas of the Hotel, the designer really
went to town with the LEGO theme.  As you walk

The Creator Suite Boardroom

The Creator Suite Theatre
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through the entrance, you are greeted by a
remarkable floor to ceiling rotating LEGO ‘toy box’
mobile. Exploding out of the base are all sorts of
LEGO models from footballs to emergency vehicles,
and at child’s level sensors allow smaller guests to
activate noises. At the top of the mobile structure
giant models reflecting key attractions in the park
are suspended, including a yellow submarine
(Atlantis Submarine Voyage) and flying pirate ship
(The Jolly Rocker). There is also an astonishing
reception area where you’ll be mesmerised by a wall
made entirely of over 6,000 tiny LEGO Minifigures!
This area is lit by various LED downlights supplied by
Northern Lights, giving the wall a dramatic but well
lit feel so that every detail of the figures can be
easily seen.  This is another example of how
Northern Lights can supply all light fittings on a
project, making it much easier for the client to have
just one point of contact rather than a long list of
suppliers.  Northern Lights can also buy from other
suppliers and still remain competitive due to long-
established working relationships.

As you continue on your journey through the Hotel,
LEGO themed lifts and corridors lead you to the
bedrooms There the iconic theming really kicks in –
from the wallpaper to the carpets with many
Northern Lights standard products used to
complement the scheme. Themed bedrooms are
split into three different types based on the themes
of Swashbuckling Pirates, Old World Kingdoms or
Adventures in Foreign Lands. The lighting in these
rooms had to tie in to each theme and it was
decided that due to the short lead times, it would be
better that fittings were based on standard products
from the Northern Lights Traditional Catalogue. Items

such as oil burner style lanterns and traditional style
lamps with parchment shades were altered slightly
to meet the required specification.  Modifications
included: brass finishes in some rooms, antique
brass in others and finishing touches such as rope
edges to the shades in the Kingdom bedrooms.  All
of these little extra design touches add to the overall
ambience.

The biggest ‘wow’ factor feature can be found in the
main restaurant called ‘Bricks’. 29 child-sized LEGO
model chefs have gone mad and taken over the
restaurant. One is trapped in a giant jelly; another is
caught up in the exploding spaghetti machine. The
restaurant itself is designed to be a high quality,
child-friendly and tasty restaurant where the kids
can help themselves to their own buffet of simple,
fun food – including a Wok Bar, Rotisserie and every
child’s dream – an ice cream machine! The lighting
in the restaurant was designed to show off this 
mad-cap scheme at its best.  Downlights and
spotlights were used to highlight the LEGO models
and designer glass pendants were used to illuminate
the dining tables.  The discreet LEGO theme is
continued here through these pendants with a red,
blue and yellow primary colour scheme. These are
the three most commonly used colours for LEGO
bricks. Finally, large colour-changing LED light boxes,
(reminiscent of the flat LEGO pieces) were used to
provide ambient light throughout the restaurant.
The colour changing option means that the lighting
can be changed to suit the mood of any occasion or
special event that is taking place.

In the evening time when the park itself is closed,
the attention moves to the relaxation areas of the
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The Entrance to Bricks Restaurant
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Hotel, especially the ‘Skyline Bar’ complete with its
LEGO built Manhattan style skyline scene with LEGO
Minifigures at work and play.

Kids can enjoy the magical stage and play area
where they can climb a castle turret - complete with
LEGO princess and noisy ogre. The play area can
also transform into a LEGO City backdrop with a
LEGO builder working in his cab while an escaped
LEGO pirate dangles from the ceiling. Or children can
simply sit and play with LEGO bricks and make new
friends in the playrooms.  Again with the LEGO brick
being the primary inspiration, the lighting continues
to reiterate this design aspect. We again see the use
of repeated shallow drum pendants  in the
rectangular recessed ceiling as we saw in the
conference suites.  There is also the use of a single

pendant in the quiet area of the bar - this time in a
square recess - hinting at the single square LEGO
brick.  The Skyline Bar also sees the addition of
various wall lights and up/down lights in the brick
shape, along with standard lamps, again with the
brick-themed shade.  These are finished with
chrome legs and bases to give a touch of luxury to
the more adult-orientated area of the bar.

The collaboration of a wonderful design from the
teams at Merlin Studios and Allison Pike coupled
with the expert lighting knowledge and ability to
deliver quality light fittings from Northern Lights has
produced a unique themed Hotel that will deliver an
unbelievable short break for families for many years
to come.
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The Skyline Bar
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• A team of 45 skilled LEGO model makers from across
Europe have created the Hotel’s 1,600 LEGO models.

• Over 15 million individual LEGO bricks have been used in
the build which increases the total number of Resort LEGO
bricks to an incredible 80 million.

• Each model has been individually made by hand.

• The reception area features a wall made from an 
incredible 6,000 Minifigures.

• The biggest individual model is a 100 kilo, roaring and
smoke-breathing dragon with a 6m wing span, perched in
the entrance clock tower.

• The smallest individual model is a tiny 7cm ladybird.

• Red is the most frequently used LEGO brick and 
grey is the least used.

• The central play area features a 6m high LEGO city crane
attached to a massive castle drawbridge complete with a
princess in the turret and noisy ogre.

Legoland Windsor Resort 
Hotel Fascinating Facts

The Skyline Bar - Manhattan Skyline

The Skyline Bar -  Quiet Area
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Mark Allison from Allison Pike talks creative lighting

Working With...
Lighting is a crucial element in any well considered
interior design. Allison Pike have been producing
bespoke commercial interiors for bar restaurants
and hotels since 1984 and their relationship with
Northern Lights lasts almost as long. A designer
needs a close and creative relationship with their
preferred lighting supplier. Allison Pike work with
Northern Lights by establishing the main lighting
parameters within a scheme, whether it be a
dramatic statement piece or a more subtle ambient
lighting effect, and together evolve a technical and
aesthetic solution to achieve the final lighting design.
Bespoke lighting solutions for individual schemes are
often the choice in an Allison Pike design and this
requires careful and thoughtful design input. A
balance is needed , incorporating  technical
knowledge of what current technology offers, an
appreciation of what is cost effective and an
understanding of what can be completed within the
project timescales. Often programme demands in
bar/restaurant projects are quite severe and the
designer has to work with the lighting supplier to
find the best way to achieve a realistic timeframe
for delivery of the desired design. 
Bar/restaurant schemes have their own particular
time pressures with decision making often being
very close to the start date for projects. The early
establishment of what is possible within the
timeframe is something that Allison Pike work with
Northern Lights to do. Lighting can be created using
componentry from the extensive catalogues of
traditional and contemporary fittings combined with
bespoke elements such as the shades made in
house by Northern Lights.
Hotels are often larger and more significant projects
in terms of value and have a longer gestation and
lead in period. This can lead to a greater design
freedom with one off and unbranded projects where

Allison Pike are commissioned to create a unique
design. In this situation they will work with Northern
Lights with a broader palette available, combining
longer delivery, high quality and brand name
suppliers together with hand crafted solutions
utilising a broader range of materials than might be
available in short time frames. 
Examples of projects where Allison Pike have worked
closely with Northern Lights on bespoke lighting
design include the Legoland Hotel Windsor, featured
in this edition of Enlightened and the 256 Wilmslow
Road project for Hydes Brewery in Manchester’s
Fallowfield. With 256, the brief was to create
dramatic lighting to sit within a large former church,
with the new fittings being obviously contemporary
and contrasting with the host building. Suspended
square grids with golf ball lights give the impression
of a lowered ceiling while still allowing the volume of
the space to be visible. Large numerals are also
suspended over the dance and performance area,
creating a bold unique signature for the venue. All
fittings utilised latest dimmable LED technology. 
Branded hotel and restaurant schemes form a
substantial part of the practice workload and to
evolve new fittings for this type of scheme the
creativity of the designer is blended with the
practical knowledge and experience of production of
a company with the resources of Northern Lights.
Once established, the range of light fittings within a
branded concept needs to be available to call off at
reasonably short notice and minor evolutions need
to be incorporated.  The designer needs to have
confidence in the lighting supplier both with the
design and manufacture detail, but also with
consistency and quality control. Allison Pike enjoy
this confidence with Northern Lights and continue to
evolve new lighting designs with current and
ongoing project briefs.
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Allison Pike Architects & Designers

DRINKINGEATINGSLEEPINGLIVING

7 Buxton Road West    Disley    Cheshire    SK12 2AE      t: 01663 763000     www.allisonpike.com
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On the Dead Sea's shores, at the heart of Ein Bokek's
tourist area, lies the Isrotel Ganim Hotel, known for its
warm and relaxed atmosphere, only two minutes’
walk from the Beach.  It’s approximately 80 minutes
from Jerusalem and two hours from Ben Gurion
Airport.  The hotel has recently been refurbished, with
Northern Lights supplying the majority of the feature
lighting for the public areas.

Working with ara design, we were tasked with
engineering a show-stopping lobby feature pendant.
We had to fill an area of 16metres x 2metres on the
ceiling with an organic shaped chrome ceiling plate
with varied globe drops. 

As you probably now know, every feature pendant
and light fitting at Northern lights is modelled by our
design team in SolidWorks 3D CAD software.  We
produce accurate 3D models which enable us to
output 2D drawings and DXF files to scale for
manufacture.  One of the most difficult tasks whilst
engineering this fitting was dividing the shape of the
ceiling plate into manageable sections.  Sheet steel is
commonly only supplied in 2m x 1m sheets, and the
plates needed to be shipped on a pallet and handled
easily on site during installation.

The shape of the fitting was divided up on the
computer into approximately 43 separate plates that
were to be accurately laser cut.  Careful consideration

and thought at the design stage can save large
amounts of time during the manufacture and
installation stages.  Our design team see it as their
responsibility to make life as easy as possible for our
factory and for the contractor.  With this in mind, time
was spent modelling ‘jigsaw’ features that would help
the plates to match up easily and correctly.  Each
plate was marked to be laser etched to identify the
plate number on a drawing plan. This utilises the
same laser that cuts the metal to just mark the
surface.

As well as supplying full scale drawings to site for
installation, we printed full size templates of the
entire ceiling plate, which covered the entire length of
our office!  These were then posted to the contractor
in Israel, before the plates were shipped, to aid the
contractors with installation of the plates.  When the
ceiling plate was installed, John Fleming flew out to
install the polished chrome and bronze globes that
had been shipped from China to dress the ceiling plate.

Making a splash
in the Dead Sea
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Ceiling plate layout with string locations

A closer look at the amazing feature lobby
pendant at The Isrotel Hotel, Ganim, Israel
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“The real challenge when working on large
installations with mirror polished finishes is
engineering the assembly to minimise
contact during manufacture.  Underneath the
seemingly simple construction lies a complex
fitting designed to eliminate hassle for the
contractor during assembly; a classic
example of how our experience helps save
you and your client time and money.”

enlightened14

Once the globes had arrived on site, we had to
design a way to save time suspending them from
the fitting.  At our factory in Chesterfield we
designed and manufactured an adjustable
suspension fitting with a chrome spinning and
cable clutch to adjust the drop of the globe.  This
freely slotted into the globes on site and then
screwed down on to the globe to fit.    

This job demonstrates how Northern Lights can
handle large ambitious projects with ease, not just
from design to installation but also general project
and logistics management.  We controlled,
organised and timed the shipping from two
different countries to site and made provisions in
the design process to tackle any issues with
tolerance etc, to make sure the installation time
was kept to a minimum.

Apparently, the feature pendant soon became the
‘talk of the Dead Sea’.  Other hoteliers were
specifically visiting the site to view the feature as
its highly polished and reflective surfaces were so
stunning and unique. 

Top View

Bottom View

- Natalie Grayson - Northern Lights Lighting Designer
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Northern Lights also manufactured fittings for most of the other
public areas including; cork and fabric pendants, tripod standard
lamps, table lamps and rectangular fabric shades.  We don't just
tackle large feature pendants, we can also supply the more
standard fittings to a very high quality; often with rapid turnaround
times.  Have you ever struggled with suppliers because of low stock
levels, resulting in delays and long lead times?  The advantage of
dealing with a bespoke supplier like Northern Lights is that  we
make most of our fittings from raw materials in-house.  We can fine-
tune heights, drop lengths, diameters, fabrics, diffusers, finishes on
each and every fitting; meaning you don't have to compromise your
design intent and vision by just selecting standard items from a
catalogue. You can make your projects truly unique by keeping
complete control over all of the lighting elements.
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FORTIMO  
LED LINE SYSTEM
Surpassing fluorescent efficiency at lowest cost

The fluorescent market transition to LEDs.
At the Light & Building Fair 2012 the proof that LEDs have now equaled and surpassed fluorescent lamps in performance was visible for 
everyone to see. All light source manufacturers and the majority of luminaire manufacturers showed LED solutions capable of replacing 
fluorescent. LED tubes of different lengths and lumens, vied with LED modules of the linear form factor, all boasting an energy efficiency 
(well) above the 100 Lm/W. And all with a high quality of light, not only backed up by the specifications, but also visually for the eye to 
see. At the same time it was also obvious that, despite the fact that LED technology is now capable of outperforming fluorescent, the 
translation to uniform, low glare luminaires may take a little longer. There were many good examples on display, but also some hurriedly 
concocted luminaires with poorer results.

Advertorial



Zhaga compliant
The importance of the fluorescent market for LEDs was also 
recognized, in an early stage, by the Zhaga consortium, which 
has recently published Book 7, on the specifications of linear LED 
modules. Although a very recent publication, there were several 
Zhaga compliant LED modules on show at the Light & Building 
Fair, promoting the interchangeability of linear LED modules. 

Leading in energy efficiency
The Philips LED module proposition for replacing fluorescent 
tubes is the Fortimo LED Line system. With energy efficiencies of 
up to 135 Lm/W, surpassing all T5 fluorescent lamps, the Fortimo 
LED Line system is poised to become the new LED engine for 
luminaires previously manufactured with fluorescent. 

Multiple applications
The starting point for developing the new Fortimo LED Line 
family was the fluorescent application itself. Lumen packages 
and light distribution were carefully selected based on the 
T5 High Efficiency and High Output lamps. Lumen per length 
was a very important factor in the design process, resulting 
in the choice between 1ft and 2ft LED modules with lumen 
packages ranging between 650lm up to 2200lm. Distribution of 
light was also an important factor when considering the main 
fluorescent applications. Office applications with direct lighting 
from 3m ceiling heights are ideally suited to light sources with 
more diffuse beam patterns. Racking systems in warehouses or 
supermarket shelves with high lux levels require a more vertical 
light distribution. This choice is offered by the different options of 
1 row, 2 row or 3 rows of LEDs on the LED Line modules, which 
ensure the light spread is directed either more in the horizontal 
or vertical plane. 

Smart system approach
The range of Xitanium linear drivers accompanying the Fortimo 
LED Line portfolio has the same dimensions as the T5 fluorescent 
drivers, in order to fit smoothly inside existing T5 luminaires being 
adapted to LEDs. The ratio of one driver per LED module is no 
longer applicable in this case, as one driver can drive multiples 
of LED line modules. The key feature of Xitanium drivers is 
that they work with operating windows and adjustable output 
current. Operating windows offer the flexibility that is necessary 
to manage new Fortimo LED module generations, as the driver 
will operate any module with a current and voltage setting that 

falls within the window. This enables future proof solutions and 
continuation of production lines. Xitanium drivers also have 
an adjustable output current feature, which allows a luminaire 
manufacturer to differentiate himself with a unique LED Light 
engine specification, by choosing for a lower or higher lumen 
package and thereby also an associated higher or lower efficiency. 
Adjusting the current is a smart feature of the Xitanium drivers, 
which can be done by means of a Programmable driver and 
software tool, or by the use of a resistor whose settings can  
be changed. 

There is a choice of isolated or non-isolated driver to offer 
flexibility to luminaire manufacturers who wish to make open  
or closed luminaires with LED lines.

For more information, please visit:
www.philips.com/oem

LED Line 1R

LED Line 3R

LED Line 2R

Advertorial
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Bringing Drama
to the Street...

Introducing The
Alumet Range from

Lighting is used every day to
create different moods and
feelings, from a bespoke piece
that creates drama and impact to
everyday pieces that enable us to
work effectively and safely. We
take great care in choosing the
correct lighting solution inside our
buildings but what are the options
for external urban areas?  Just as
a bespoke lighting piece can
create a talking point or a
spotlight can highlight a piece of
art, external lighting can produce
breathtaking effects.

Our Alumet range combines
performance and elegance to
create stunning effects that will
work within all urban landscapes. 

Creating bold yet effective lighting
within urban areas is easy to
achieve through the installation of
the Alumet range. With so many
options available the range
provides a complete lighting
solution for pedestrian spaces.

Alumet Classic

This sleek and simple lighting column, can orchestrate lighting 
compositions in a planned sequence while blending harmoniously
with traditional and modern urban landscapes.

A sleek and minimalistic shape provides distinctive lighting effects 
by night and decorative urban furniture during the day.

Suitable for pedestrian precincts, building surrounds, shopping
centres, parks and business centres.

Exceptional visual comfort.

Electronic ballast ensures energy savings.

Ideal for creating visual guidance and safe ambience in urban spaces.

Decorative lampshield provides further design and customisation
possibilities to better match architectural projects and tastes.
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Alumet Control Direct

Combining performance, lighting
control and aesthetics.

The highest performing and efficient
member of the Alumet family.

The glass lense prevents the direct
vision of the lamp, limiting glare.

Direct lighting principle for a better
control of light (ULOR<2%).

A shining and stylish presence ideal
for enhancing and modernising a
pedestrian area.

Combined with a 180° lampshield,
Alumet Control Direct is an ideal 
solution for building surrounds and
residential areas.

Alumet Stage

By day Alumet Stage is decorative and
visually appealing. By night it comes
into its own, enabling the designer to
create a multiplicity of dramatic
lighting effects.

Lighting principle: Four multi-layered
directional spotlights, boosted by
various optical accessories, create a
wide range of effects without the need
to change the position of the luminaire. 

Wide choice of light sources, beam
options and colours: Either 35W metal
halide (HIR-CE111) with 10°, 24° or 40°
beam or 17W LED modules (warm
white 3600°K or cold white 7400°K red,
blue, green, amber) with intensive or
semi-intensive beam.

Adjustable optical accessories (anti-
glare louvre, asymmetrical refractor
and colour filters) available to turn
your vision into reality.

The fully customisable decorative
lampshield cover accessory provides
further aesthetical appeal and
integration within architectural
projects. 

Alumet Control Indirect

A unique optical design for outstanding
control of light and aesthetic effect

Sets of Fresnel aluminium rings contain
over 97% of upward flux. A shining and
stylish presence in the city ideal for 
enhancing and modernising a 
pedestrian area.

Electronic ballast ensures energy 
saving capacities.

White light with good colour rendering.

Alumet Control Direct Alumet Stage

Alumet Control Indirect
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The process of laser cutting has revolutionised the
way that we look at manufacturing light fittings,
improving overall quality, lead times and costs for
certain fittings. The flexibility in material usage,
shape and quantity enables you to get what you
want, within shorter lead times.  The knowledge of
this process drives our design team to develop
new, more efficient and cost-effective assembly
procedures; opening up new ways of
manufacturing complex and elaborate fittings that
may not otherwise be achieved within your
budget.  You will have seen some examples in our
previous editions, such as the spectacular Lotus
Flower pendants which are made up almost
entirely of laser-cut parts, or the large open box
structure for Jamie’s Italian, Islington.  

Laser cutting works by directing the output of a
high-power laser, by computer, at the material to
be cut. The material then either melts, burns,
vaporises, or is blown away by a jet of gas, leaving
an edge with a high quality surface finish.
Industrial laser cutters are used to cut flat sheet
material.  New laser cutters have a positioning
accuracy of 10 micrometres and repeatability of 5
micrometres.  Northern Lights do not have these
machines in-house, but instead use a select group
of suppliers with the appropriate technology for
each specific job.  Very often mild steel parts can
be with us within 24-36 hours. 

Working with laser-cut component parts really
does allow almost infinite design possibilities. Not
only are metal components available in a huge
variety of materials and thicknesses, but we can
also provide parts cut from other materials such as
MDF and plywood. We can also have logos, room
numbers or any fancy details and motifs etched in
place to personalise your products even further.
Just supply us with an image of a pattern you
would like to replicate and we can do the rest. 

The Cutting Edge
An in-depth look at state-of-the-art laser 
cutting and how it can save time and money!
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Laser-cut parts are very often visible but you may
not realise it. A lot of feature pendants include
‘mirror finish’ stainless steel ceiling plates –
something which houses downlights or where
crystal strings are hung from. This part lends itself
perfectly to the laser cutting process as ‘mirror
finish’ stainless steel is particularly prone to
scratches or damage during processing in the
factory. Laser cutting these parts reduces the
amount of contact by hand and allows a plastic
film to be applied to prevent damage during
shipping and installation. The film is removed only
when the plate is installed – ensuring as perfect a
finish as possible.  Polished materials such as
stainless steel, copper and brass can take up to
10-14 days to be produced, depending on the size
of the job.

Our designers and factory team possess the
ability to design intricate sheet metal parts that
can be mass-produced by a laser cutting machine.
When you send an enquiry through to us, we
evaluate the best and quickest way to engineer
your lighting concepts within budget and we
analyse whether a laser-cut part can replace a
feature, to save assembly time or improve overall
quality.  From laser-cut trim plates, to location
holes to hang the crystal, we can use laser cutting
to automate part of the process, turning large
batches of fittings from a paper drawing to a
physical object in a short amount of time.  You
may expect to pay a premium for this service, but
it is all part of Northern Lights’ commitment to
providing a bespoke package and this often helps
us remain competitive on cost and quality.
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Our three designers use in-house CAD software to not only
design the components, but also provide the laser cutting
suppliers with the detailed drawings they need to produce
them. This is all part of the complete bespoke service we
offer to you; most companies charge for programming and
we bypass that cost by doing it in-house.  We use SolidWorks
3D CAD to help realise our ideas and to produce accurate
assemblies before outputting 1:1 to 2D DXF and DWG files 
to go to laser cutting.

Where large numbers of fittings are concerned, laser cutting
components can sometimes help us to pass on cost savings
to you; supplying quality British made fittings at our best
price.  Eliminating the labour time to hand-cut or guillotine
sheet metal obviously means that we don’t have to allow for
this in costing a fitting.  This is particularly effective on large
quantities, typically fittings for hotel bedroom suites.  Laser
cutting gives us the technology to make a batch of fittings
look exactly the same, improving quality control and it can
also reduce the time to assemble, meaning more complex
fittings can be delivered to site sooner.

If you have any specific requirements that you feel
might benefit from being laser-cut or etched, please
do not hesitate to get in touch with a member of our
sales or design teams.

Some images in this article
were taken on site with the 
kind permission of E.S.P Laser
Cutting, Rotherham.

For more information visit:
www.esplaser.com
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A brilliant example of the use of laser cutting
technology, is this stunning 'starfish' multi-cone
pendant recently produced for Pizza Express,
Sheffield St Pauls.  The Pizza Express design
team in collaboration with Studio 48, approached
us with the concept and we realised the design,
with the use of laser-cut MDF for the main
structure.  We often use laser-cut MDF when a
veneer finish is specified on a fitting as it
adheres well to the material.  Using laser cutting
we were able to reproduce the exact shape from
our CAD drawings; maintaining accuracy across
all 7 pendants, ensuring they all look exactly the
same.  We were also able to easily replicate the
thickness of the central shape, which would have
been much too heavy or too expensive in any
metal.  Our in-house designers always work with
you to transform your ideas into reality. As you
can see here, we have almost perfectly realised
the designer’s vision.

- Pizza Express Design Team

A slice of the action...
“We’ve been working with famous
designers, chefs, theatre directors,
fashionistas, conversation experts
and even a professor of acoustics to
create a new kind of PizzaExpress.”

“We’ve been working with Northern
Lights on most of our restaurants in
the last 12 months and have
thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
Their combination of creativity,
practicality and value for money
have proved to be a winning
combination.” - Pizza Express Design Team
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How can you be sure  
Peter Hunt - Joint Chief Executive of The LIA talks 
about lighting safety and their Code of Practice

Despite the reduction in
the number of
manufacturers and
distributors in the UK
selling decorative
lighting to the retailer,
the range of products on
offer is larger than ever
with some suppliers
offering catalogues of
encyclopedic proportions.

This is partly due to a more discerning and fashion
hungry consumer and partly to the variety of light
source technology that is available. Go back just
25 years and there was very little other than a GLS
or candle incandescent lamp, now we have CFLs in
every conceivable shape, halogens of every shape
and size and LEDs are now starting to make their
presence known and, owing to their size, we can
expect a bigger variety still from this technology.

Add to this the breadth of retailing such that
lighting is now available in everything from DIY
stores to gift shops, supermarkets to furniture
stores, hardware stores to dedicated lighting
specialists and, of course, the internet.

How can you be certain the products you sell are
safe and compliant with the ever increasing
regulations which apply to our market sector? Look
for the CE mark you may think, but remember this
is a manufacturer's self declaration that the
product complies. Behind that declaration they are
required to keep detailed technical files on the
product to prove compliance but how do you know
they have done this? 

Market surveillance is on the increase in the UK,
not only are Trading Standards officers seeking out
non-compliant product but the Government has
appointed the National Measurement Office to
check nationwide for compliance with recent
Energy Using Products Directives from Brussels
and regulations on the restriction of hazardous
substances (RoHS). They are trawling retail
outlets, purchasing products they suspect might
be in breach of regulations, testing them and
prosecuting. There has never been a stronger case
for ensuring the product you buy is compliant.

How do you check a product is compliant? The
best answer is ask for copies of all the certification
available for a product but the problem is with
such a large variety of product available,
manufacturers cannot afford to laboratory test
every product in their range without passing on a
significant increase to their customers. Many
retailers are content to request a certificate of
compliance with the relevant regulations but this
is nothing more than the aforementioned self
certification and is no guarantee that the supplier
has fulfilled his legal duty.

The answer is to buy from a company that
complies with the Lighting Industry Association
Code of Practice. This code was initially set up in
the 1980's after a woman was seriously
electrocuted by a domestic light fitting.
Fortunately the incident was not fatal but it was
enough for the TV Watchdog programme to take
the industry to task and the result was the first
Code of Practice. 
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  your lighting is Safe?

Over the years the CoP has developed to cover
inspection of members’ premises, their quality
control procedures, inspection of technical files
and certification, their testing procedures,
calibration of their test equipment and in the
increasing case of overseas manufacture,
inspection of their factories abroad. The Lighting
Industry Association visit and inspect UK members
every year and raise any non-conformities for
immediate action. A delegate from the LIA also
visits China at least three times a year to audit
members’ supplier factories and train factory
auditors. 

The Code of Practice is constantly updated as
regulations change so when you buy from a Code
of Practice member you can be sure they are up to
the minute with their documentation and
procedures. Compliance with the Lighting Industry
Association Code of Practice is a condition of
membership and members proudly display their
annual certificate in their receptions and in their
literature. There is no other scheme available
which offers such a thorough check of your
supplier and which provides the level of
confidence a retailer needs to know they are
selling safe and fully compliant products.

The Lighting Industry Association is aware that a
number of retailers are directly importing products
from outside the EU. In this case the retailer is
classed in law as the maunufacturer as they are
the organisation first placing the product on the
market in the EU. In this case the retailer must
comply with all the same regulations as a lighting
manufacturer including the maintenance of
technical files and establishing that the product is
fully compliant for sale in the EU. The retailer
takes on full responsibility for the CE marking of
the product. 
In such cases where the retailer is, in effect, the
manufacturer their professional indemnity
insurance should reflect this otherwise they might
find themselves personally liable should a product
develop a fault which causes damage to people or
property. Take for example a light which through
non-compliance overheats and causes a fire. The
retailer who imported that product would be
deemed responsible and therefore liable. 

Any retailer who direct imports a product from
outside the EU is strongly advised to join the
Lighting Industry Association Code of Practice to
ensure their compliance with the current
regulations and to support their claim to CE mark
their product. Associate retail membership of the
LIA is not sufficient to prove a retailer has met
their legal obligations as an importer.

For more information please
contact the Lighting Industry
Association or visit the website:
www.thelia.org.uk

Peter Hunt
Joint Chief Executive of The
Lighting Industry Association

Chinese supplier audit
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The Light & Building fair in
Frankfurt is always a high point
in our lighting calendar. Looking
for new and exciting advances in
technical lighting and ‘stand out’
new designs and concepts is
generally the order of the day.

This year was no exception with both Philips and Osram
showing huge OLED structures as main features on their
stands. While OLED may not be cost-effective yet, being
used in only the most prestigious of projects, progress in
this field may bring this stunning technology to one of
your designs sooner than you might think.

Innovative design concepts seemed to be around every
corner this year. The ‘flocked’ range of spheres and
cones (shown by Northern Lights at Sleep last year)
proved to be an instant hit, with almost everyone who
passed the stand stopping just for a moment to touch
them. 

Another exciting new look came in the form of recycled
cardboard boxes and other materials such as aluminium
and packing materials which were transformed into
stunning lighting & furniture pieces.  Cardboard boxes
and packing cases never looked this good before!

Something else that also caught our eye was a stunning
range of acrylic products. From illuminated pendants and
standard lamps to tables and planters, we feel that using
any of these distinct new models on your scheme could
really give it the edge your design is looking for! 

If any of the exciting new products here catches your
eye just contact our sales team for our latest pricing.

Highlights from
Frankfurt
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1 - Slash Cut Wall Light
Laser-cut, brushed steel finish

2 - Pleated Shade Wall Light
Polished chrome finish

3 - Half Shade Wall Light
Micropleat shade, chrome finish

4 - Double Arm Wall Light
Polished chrome finish

5 - Block Wall Light
Brushed steel finish

6 - Veneered Base Wall Light
Veneer base and chrome arm

7 - Mirrored Base Wall Light
Chrome and mirror backplate 

8 - Swan Neck Wall Light
Polished chrome finish
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Northern Lights (Chesterfield) Ltd
Hardwick View Road, Holmewood Industrial Estate,

Holmewood, Chesterfield, S42 5SA

T: 01246 858750  F: 01246 858751
W: www.northern-lights.co.uk  E: sales@northern-lights.co.uk

If you do not wish to receive further issues of this magazine please email: editor@northern-lights.co.uk

E & OE Disclaimer Statement
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied herein, Northern Lights cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.

THE CATALOGUE
NOW RELEASED

Request your copy today
To request your copy of the new Northern Lights Catalogue
featuring exquisite lighting from Pendants to Table Lamps
please email judy@northern-lights.co.uk - or simply visit
www.northern-lights.co.uk where you can view the
catalogue online or download a PDF version.  
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